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Arms controls agreements must also be crafted to
ensure that the benefits of limits on weapons are not undone
by redeployment or by qualitative improvements to remaining
weapons .

A fifth, and related criterion, is
non-transferability of the threat . Arms control agreements
will achieve little and are unlikely to succeed if they
remove the threat from one region by increasing it in
another .

Finally, an arms control agreement must be
verifiable . The agreement must include not only thorough
verification provisions, but the substance of the agreement
must be such that compliance can be effectively
demonstrated .

These essential qualities are demanding .

Nonetheless our experience clearly shows that
while the negotiation of agreements will not be easy, it is
not impossible . An effective disarmament and arms control
regime can meet these criteria only through measured and
individual steps which see every contentious aspect settled .
The issues on which we seek agreement vary much too widely
and are too complex to allow us to behave otherwise .

Canada sees confidence-building as essential to
arms control and disarmament . We regard the concepts of
openness, transparency and predictability as imperative .
The establishment of agreed procedures for inspections at
the Stockholm Conference on Confidence- and
Security-Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe in
September 1986 is an accomplishment which stands as a
precedent and model for other arms control negotiations, at
bilateral or regional levels .

The principles essential to the success of
confidence-building measures should be promoted on every
occasion . In this regard, we urge Members of the United
Nations to comply with the General Assembly recommendation
on reporting annual military expenditures . Only twenty or
so countries regularly comply with this recommendation . It
is a small step, but we cannot hope to take larger steps
without more members of this Assembly giving effect to our
own recommendations .


